**From 395S:** Take Exit 4 towards Seminary Rd. WEST Ramp
Veer right onto Seminary Rd.
Turn LEFT onto Beauregard St.
Turn Left onto Mark Center Dr.
At the stoplight, make a left.
Make your first RIGHT after the bus bays.
Enter through the SECOND entrance (GREEN) on the RIGHT marked “AUTHORIZED VISITORS”.

**From 495S:** Take Exit 176B for VA-241N/Telegraph Rd.
Take the VA-236W/Duke St. ramp towards Landmark (left lane)
Turn slight RIGHT onto VA-236W/Duke St.
Turn slight RIGHT onto Quaker Ln./VA 402
Turn left onto VA-420W/Seminary Rd.
Continue straight onto Seminary Rd.
Stay on the LEFT lane, Turn LEFT on Mark Center Avenue
Make FIRST LEFT onto Mark Center Dr.
Enter through the SECOND entrance (GREEN) on the RIGHT marked “AUTHORIZED VISITORS”.

**From 395N:** Take Exit 4 towards Seminary Rd. WEST
Turn LEFT onto Beauregard St.
Turn LEFT onto Mark Center Dr.
At the stoplight, make a left.
Make your first RIGHT after the bus bays.
Enter through the SECOND entrance (GREEN) on the RIGHT marked “AUTHORIZED VISITORS”.

**From 95N/495E:** Take the I-395 ramp towards Washington
Merge onto I-395N via Exit 170A on the left toward Washington
Take Exit 4 toward Seminary Rd. (WEST)
Turn LEFT onto Beauregard St.
Turn LEFT onto Mark Center Dr.
At the stoplight, make a left.
Make your first RIGHT after the bus bays.
Enter through the SECOND entrance (GREEN) on the RIGHT marked “AUTHORIZED VISITORS”.

All visitors are to access the North Parking Garage GREEN "AUTHORIZED VISITORS" gate. If the lot is full, overflow parking is on level P7. The entrance to proceed to level P7 is towards the back right corner of the lot next to the bicycle rack. Please take the elevator down to P5. Follow the signs to the Visitor Control Center (VCC) where you will badge in.

Incoming Traffic Flow

Follow this small dotted line